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Creativity for Breakfast
Nourishing the Mind

When I was a child I did not eat. 
It was a whole fiasco that my poor 
mother had to work with and try to 
skillfully maneuver. I would however 
eat a single fried egg nearly every 
single morning of my childhood until 
high school. And if I’m honest I 
still eat a lot of eggs. These eggs 
that I would eat for breakfast and 
take some tactical negotiations from 
my mother to eat where am sometimes 
the only thing I might eat all day. 
How fitting was it that it was for 
breakfast, the most important meal of 
the day. 
How often have we heard the idea 
that breakfast, our starting daily 
meal, is the most important meal of 
the day? This saying was ingrained 
in me by my parents, grandparents, 
teachers, dietitians, doctors, and 
simply society. It similarly reminds 
me of being told to not sit too close 
to the television because it was bad 
for my eyes… because of course no 
one holds little boxed screens inches 
from their face for hours a day. 
I never quite figured out why 
breakfast was the most important meal 
of the day. It wasn’t until I was 
in a moment of still silence, pure 
nothing, that I allowed my brain to 
Meander into such curiosity. 
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 In reality, it was simple. In 
some ways, I felt foolish for not 
thinking of it. Similar to the Geico 
commercials of my childhood, a 
caveman could have thought of this. 
*insert grunty caveman voice* 

No food when sleep. Sleep mean fast. 
Wake mean break fast. 

It is literally in the name. 
Breakfast… Break-fast. While we 
are sleeping or fasting in general 
our bodies our using stores from 
previously eaten foods. We must 
consume through the day to have these 
stores but we also must break the 
fast after awakening to rejuvenate us 
and allow us to refuel our energy to 
go throughout the day and conquer it. 
Similar to fueling our bodies and 
breaking fast physically, we too 
must fuel ourselves creatively. 
Creativity, like the food we store, 
is used in moments when need to fuel 
our efforts to create an innovate. 
“I’m not creative, I’m not artistic, 
I was creative as a kid, everyone is 
more creative.” Silence your inner 
critic who is too harsh with your 
gentle creative spirit. Would you 
allow someone or yourself to deny you 
breakfast? If you are hungry, you 
feed yourself.
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Even if you aren’t hungry, or don’t 
feel hungry like me as a child, you 
still feed yourself. And later, when 
you have to exert your stored energy 
on a planned or unplanned energy 
exertion, you’re grateful you ate 
breakfast, even if you only ate an 
egg.

Now that you’ve reached adulthood 
you may eat breakfast purely out of 
habit. You have learned what you need 
and you repeat. 

Similar to the necessity and habit 
of breakfast, we now embark on the 
journey of creative discovery. Like 
everyone needs breakfast and food 
to fuel their life and their body, 
everyone needs creativity to fuel 
their life and their mind. 

Yes. I said, everyone. 
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Lifestyle

Activity
Use a Watch

Journal:

A watch used to be standard but 
with the rise of phones, it seems 
that they are almost obsolete. 
Sometimes we check our phones just 
for the time. Wear a watch for a 
week, then consider making it a 
habit. How does using a watch to 
not check your phone impact your 
creativity? Use the space below to 
journal your thoughts. 
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Lifestyle
Activity

Remove Notifications

Journal:

Every app we download nowadays 
asks us if we want notifications. 
Often we just yes without 
thinking. But every app that sends 
you a notification is a chance for 
you to become disengaged and focus 
on less important parts of life. 
Adjust your notification setting or 
delete apps in general to reduce 
distractions and interruptions. 
After a few days, journal your 
thoughts below. 
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Lifestyle

Activity
Use an Alarm Clock

Journal:

A simple task to complete that 
helps progress towards a more 
creative lifestyle is purchasing 
an alarm clock. We often keep 
our phone next to our bed when 
we sleep because we use it for an 
alarm clock. Even though it is 
“just for an alarm” it can keep 
us up at night because we are 
scrolling or because of the light. 
Buying an alarm clock can not only 
fix these issues, but an alarm 
clock can also help to provide 
time and space to exist without 
consistent input. After a few 
days, journal your thoughts below.
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Lifestyle
Activity

Purposefully Single Task

Journal:

Sometimes we purpose try to 
multitask without realizing it. 
We listen to podcasts while 
cleaning. We watch a show while 
eating dinner. The next time you 
are cooking food for yourself 
intentionally only cook. Listen to 
the sounds of your food cooking 
and smell the aroma of food. 
Journal about your experience 
below.
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Boredom

Activity
Puzzling

Journal:

Somewhere in the back of one of 
your closets is an old puzzle. 
If not your closet, your parents 
or grandparents. Grab that old 
puzzle from the back, dust it 
off, and dump out the pieces. As 
you complete the puzzle over the 
next little while, make a point of 
single-tasking on the puzzle only. 
Where does your brain go? Record 
your thoughts below. 
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Boredom
Activity

Drive in Silence

Journal:

It is rare that we ever drive 
in silence. We listen to music, 
audiobook, podcasts, and a myriad 
of other things. Over a few days, 
make a point of driving without 
music or any other audio. Simply 
drive in silence. After a few 
days, record your thought on the 
creativity and how it impacted 
your creativity. 
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Boredom

Activity
Read a Book

Journal:

Find an overly boring book to read 
and pay attention to where your 
brain goes and what your thoughts 
are. Book ideas include moby dick, 
dictionaries, generally anything 
by Hemingway. Record your thought 
below. 
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Boredom
Activity

Hang Upside Down

Journal:

Find a way to hang yourself upside 
down. This could be hanging over 
a chair, bed, couch, or something 
else. Change your angle and just 
hang. Hang long enough to be 
bored but not long enough to hurt 
yourself or pass out. What do you 
think about? Journal your thoughts 
below. 
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Art Activity
Drawn Not Written

Journal:

Take some time to think outside 
of the box to draw something 
you would normally write. This 
might be some sort of list or 
instructions or message. Think 
of how you can literally or 
symbolically. Use the space below 
to record your thoughts on the 
exercise and the space to the 
right to draw. 
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ArtDRAW HERE
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Art Activity
Complete the Squiggle

Journal:

Sometimes we disregard something 
as incomplete or useless when it 
just needs to be looked at from 
a different perspective.  Take 
the incomplete squiggle on the 
following page, and look at it 
from a different perspective to 
create a complete drawing. When 
completed, record your thoughts 
below. 
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ArtDRAW HERE
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Art Activity
Circle Fill

Journal:

Sometimes we are harsh on 
ourselves and give in to our inner 
critic. Ignore your inner critic 
and just draw. Take the circles 
found on the next page and in 3 
minutes fill in ad make as many of 
the circles into something simply 
recognizable as you possibly can.
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ArtDRAW HERE
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Art Activity
Continous Draw

Journal:

If we always think the same 
way then we can be stuck in a 
noncreative rut. Change the way 
you think by changing the way you 
draw. Draw something, anything, 
without lifting your pen or 
pencil. Feel free to try this 
multiple times on the page to the 
right. Then journal your thoughts 
below.
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ArtDRAW HERE
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Environm
ent

Activity
Cloud Gazing

Journal:

Go outside and look up at the 
clouds. When you are looking at 
clouds, deeply look at the way 
they form and group together. What 
do you see? How many different and 
new creations are you able to find? 
Record your experiences below. 
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Environm
ent

Activity
Weird with Feet

Journal:

Let’s be weird. Got out into the 
wonderful space that is mother 
nature and use your feet. Feel 
grass in between your toes. 
Squish dirt. Run the sole of your 
feet along some bark. Get weird. 
Try something new. Record your 
thoughts below. 
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Environm
ent

Activity
Field Trip

Journal:

Take the opportunity to go 
somewhere you don’t go on a 
regular basis. Not your grocery 
store or pharmacy. Try a hobby 
location or a library or a zoo. 
What does the new location inspire 
in you? Record your experience and 
thoughts below.
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Environm
ent

Activity
Sketching Somewhere New

Journal:

There is a lot of importance in 
using a sketchbook to expand, 
develop, and record ideas or 
sparks of creativity. Encourage 
this by taking your sketchbook to 
a new location where you wouldn’t 
normally take a sketchbook. Why 
did you choose the place you did? 
What was your experience? Record 
your thoughts below. 
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M
ind

Activity
Combine Two Products

Journal:

Try to make something new. Take 2 
household objects and combine them 
to make an entirely new product. 
What’s its use? Brainstorm and 
journal below.
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M
ind

WRITE HERE
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M
ind

Activity
Creative Uses for Objects

Journal:

Think out side the box and outside 
the norm. Find a typical object 
and find a new and typical use for 
it. Brainstorm and journal below.
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M
ind

WRITE HERE
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M
ind

Activity
Inspiration Map

Journal:

Who inspires you? Who inspires 
them? Create an inspiration source 
map for your inspiration. Use a 
separate piece of paper or Use 
the area below. Then journal your 
thoughts.
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M
ind

WRITE HERE
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Breathing

Activity
Square Breathing

Journal:

Breathing exercises can calm the 
mind. Make a sort of square with 
your breath. Breathe in for four 
seconds. Hold for four seconds. 
Breathe out for four seconds. 
Holds for four seconds. Do this 
for at least a few minutes and 
keep going for as long as you feel 
you need to. Journal your thoughts 
below.
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Breathing
Activity

Muscle Tension

Journal:

Breathing exercises can calm the 
mind. This specific exercise can 
especially calm your mind prior 
to falling asleep. Begin with you 
toes and work your way up to you 
face.  Tense your muscles as you 
breathe in. Hold. Now breathe out 
as you relax. Repeat until you 
have done this with every muscle 
group in the body. Record your 
thoughts below.
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Breathing

Activity
Hot Chocolate

Journal:

Breathing exercises can calm 
the mind.Imaging you have a hot 
steaming cup of hot chocolate. 
Gently inhale the aroma. Hold. 
Exhale slowly as though you are 
blowing off the steam of rising 
from the cup. Repeat for a few 
minutes until mind feels calmer 
and at ease. Journal your thoughts 
below.
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Breathing
Activity

Balloon Blowup

Journal:

Breathing exercises can calm the 
mind.Imagine you are plowing up 
a balloon. How do you breathe 
differently that when you are 
using breath and air elsewhere. 
Give a hard push to exhale as if 
you have an opposing force. Hold. 
Then similarly forcefully inhale. 
Repeat. Use the journal below for 
your thoughts.
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Play Activity
Build with Blocks

Journal:

Blocks are interesting because 
they can change. You much work 
within their ridged unchanging 
structure. Take time to think 
about the possibilities these 
blocks could create. Then build. 
Journal your thoughts below.
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PlayActivity
Squish Playdoh

Journal:

Playdoh is unique in that it can 
be used to express a myriad of 
idea but they never last. You can 
always squish and start again. 
Freely work with playdoh and 
create something new. Then squish 
and repeat. Journal your thoughts 
below.
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Playv

Activity
Try Improv

Journal:

Impov seems to give a bad 
impression. Don’t make a career 
out of it (or do) but give it 
a try. Use your body and mind 
in conjunction to create new 
possibilities.  journal your 
thoughts below.
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PlayActivity
Trash to Treasure

Journal:

Rummage through your garbage 
and recycling to find different 
reusable materials. Maybe 
materials that surprise you. Then 
combine them to make something 
new whether that be art or or 
function.
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W
riting

Activity
Free Write

Journal:

Open up your kind to possibilities 
and to idea and to words and 
just write. Write with no given 
direction. Simply follow the 
direction of the words that follow 
and let them guide you. Write in 
the next page and use this page to 
journal your thoughts. 
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W
riting

WRITE HERE
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W
riting

Activity
Black Out Poem

Journal:

Find an old piece of paper covers 
with word. If you can’t find one 
you rip a page from a book. Using 
a black market go line by line 
to block out words until the only 
words that aren’t blacked out 
create a poem.
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W
riting

WRITE HERE
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W
riting

Activity
Dictionary Story

Journal:

Find a dictionary (use the 
internet if you must) and find a 
few words. Write a short story the 
revolves around those few words. 
You must use the words. Record 
your thoughts below and use the 
next page to write
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W
riting

WRITE HERE
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W
riting

Activity
Six Word Story

Journal:

Sometimes using less words is 
harder. Make a complete story 
using only 6words. Use the space 
on the following page and then 
record your thoughts below. 
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W
riting

WRITE HERE
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Predigital

Activity
“Old” Movies

Journal:

We often watch the movies or 
similar movies from our life time. 
But what can we learn from another 
life time? Watch a movie from at 
least 25 years before you were 
born. Record your thoughts below.
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Predigital
Activity

Not Web Search

Journal:

We live in a world where answers 
are at our fingertips. Work against 
instant gratification but working 
to find answers to questions 
and to learn. Find something 
your interest in and research 
and discover without using the 
internet. Journal your thoughts 
below.




